Oooh!

Infinite Blaze!
THE BUTLER, THE DEMON, AND THE YOUNG MISTRESS

CAN YOU MAKE 1,000,000G?

AVAILABLE ON AU, DOCOMO, AND SOFTBANK!

http://e.byhudson.jp/game/295759
THE MAIN CHARACTERS!
Are... These two!

Søjirou
The human-avatar of a sword. Somehow.
Also, the butler.

Sue
The story begins with her having to pay back the million G loan her parents racked up, but... Then things get weird...

Uh huuuh...
It's not like I'm mad, or anything!
IMPRESSIVE WORK, YOUNG MISTRESS.

V: Tetsuya Kakihara

BASICALLY, IT'S AN ACTION RPG!

SO HERE'S A SNEAK PEEK AT ME AND MY GORGEOUS MOVES.
INFINITE BLAZE

1. Keeps the sword straight for a moment.

2. Leaps into the air.

3. Crosses the distance to her target.

4. And strikes with a vengeance!

5. Continues to strike her opponent for a cable (WHAM WHAM WHAM!)

6. Then shears through the monster clean to the ground.

7. She uses so much force, she flips back!

8. Sticks the leading!

9. Jumps

10. And returns to her original position.

Precious Motion Pick up!

JEEZE! why is it all so detailed!!
ICICLE ENCLOSURE

1. High-speed spin (like a top)
2. Puts back...
3. Lays the scythe horizontally...
4. Attaccc while spinning
   wham wham wham
5. Leaves momentarily...
   crik
6. Once the enclosure is complete... she goes in for the rotating attack again
7. Fiercely chops away at the ice, increasing the damage
   crik crik crik crik...
8. Bash! Bash Bash Bash

What in the world? Her movements are incredible!

Now the monster is totally enclosed in ice

Here she stands at the ready with her hand over her shoulder.
**WHAT A HIT!**

She’s so cool, mister Zelgadiss! ❤️

1. Heels it back...
2. Suddenly (!?) she breaks forward with crashing steps - after one or two, she builds up power and starts running.
3. She jumps!!
4. She changes while still in the air
5. The hammer releases a burst of energy as soon as it makes contact!!
6. Shejiro’s braids twirl around, too!!

**Super-flushy electric SFX**

**electric effects spark from the hammer**

Jumps, returns to original position

At the very end, one of the braids gives off a crackle of electricity.
The Hundred Strike Shadow Cut certainly cuts a striking figure in the game.

1. Aims
2. Top and bottom open up with a KONK
3. Energy gradually starts to build around the tip (Think Yamato's Wave Motion Gun)
4. Barrel extends with a SHAK!
5. Changes through the monster
6. And fire!!
7. And blast the edge of the screen...
8. And character returns to its original form
9. With a SHAK!! and a KONK!!

Yeah, that'd probably be pretty good on a fundo fish.

Nope.

THE SUPER-SPLITTER BLASTER

1. Soujiro transforms

He's sleeping...

And fire!!

BLAM BLAM BLAM

Screen vibrates for a while as the target is blasted

returns to her original position

AFTER A MOMENTARY PAUSE...

The strikes continue! (4-6 times?)

She does it so fast you can't even see her.

Her hair whips around too.

special effects
Just lines??

HUNDRED-STRIKE SHADOW CUT

1. Bend at the knee ever-so-slightly...
2. Speeds up in one gliding motion
3. Slashes once

[Images of character in various poses]

WOW.
Gotta beat that summer heat! 😎
I just bought this outfit!

I can't believe this!

R-rrrip!

Darn it~~~

Slayers

Secret: by Mirurin

Gourry, this is a loincloth!

Here, Lina! Cover it up with this!
THE DAD AND KID SET WAS CRAZY CHEAP. SO I SPLURGED!

...DO I WANT TO KNOW WHAT YOU'RE DOING WITH ONE IN A KID'S SIZE...?

I DON'T KNOW... DOESN'T IT LOOK KIND OF WEIRD?

ALL RIGHT, USE THIS ONE, TOO.

...SO, WHAT DO YOU THINK?
It's totally feminine. You look cute, Lina.

With one on the top and bottom, it doesn't throw you off-balance at all!

I think it's great!

I'll save the smart comments for later...

Hey, Zel! Long time no see!

Several days later.

I guess I'll do until I figure something else out.

I-I don't know if I like the way you said that, but... ahh, whatever.

Then I'll let you borrow 'em until then.

She's totally used to it, now...
...is actually part of her underwear poking out in front!

That thing around Millena's waist...

There's not a girl alive who can top that!

Bam!

That casual approach to sex appeal is part of what makes her so damn irresistible.

She topped it!!

Bff!

Hi, I'm Lina.

I know a secret.
NOW CHANGING THE TOPIC! THE FINE FOLKS OVER AT VOLKS HAVE DECIDED TO RELEASE A FIGURE OF ME!  
(CV. MEGUMI HAYASHIBARA)

THE PARTS ARE SEPARATED BY COLOR AND MADE FROM COLORED URETHANE RESIN!

ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS PUT THE PIECES TOGETHER AND YOU HAVE A FULL-COLOR LINA INVERSE FIGURE.

AND ALL OF THE SECRETS FROM THE MANGA WILL COME TO LIGHT!! (LOL)  

SET TO RELEASE OCTOBER 2010

PRICE. TAX INCLUDED: 10,500 YEN

YOU'D BETTER BUY IT, OR I'LL REALLY GO CRAZY!

http://www.volks.co.jp/jp/charagumin/index.html

Visit here for more details  β~

CharaGumin キャラグミン
Look at the buried gold

I've found
Presenting the world's first look at Lina Inverse's character expression sheet!!
Afterword
... well, I tried...

...I'm sorry... ~
EVEN I'VE NEVER SEEN FATHER'S FACE BEFORE...

KOWA-chank
klank
b-bmp
b-bmp

POO!

HOOOOOOO!

Phew! Sure is hot.
ルールルルキキルカクウ！